
brief notices

the journals of george Q cannon vol-
ume

has ably provided historical context
I1 to california in 49 edited by for each of the major portions of can-

nonsmichael N landon deseret book and trip landon has also painstak-
inglythe church of jesus christ of latter day culled material from the journals

saints 1999 of cannons contemporaries to briefly
describe his activities between december

As california gold miner missionary 1849 and september 18501850 a period of
to hawaii apostle european mission nearly ten months that cannon did not
president personal secretary to brigham describe in his journal in transcribing the
young editor of the deseret news utahs work the editor has held to the highest
delegate to congress and counselor to level of editorial standards ensuring the
four church presidents george Q can-
non

volumes continued use as a primary source

occupied an unparalleled position for future researchers the booksbows explana-
toryfrom which to view the historical events text and descriptive footnotes con-
nectof nineteenth century mormonism by the mormon experience on the trail

keeping a personal journal in which he to california with that of other ameri-
cansrecorded his daily events from 1849 to traveling west to find their fortunes

1901igol with only occasional lapses can-
non

in addition to providing the text of the

produced a first person account that journal the book is illustrated with photo-
graphsaccording to richard E turley jr should of major points of interest along

be considered one of the best extant the trail and with portraits of many of
records of latter day saint history during cannons traveling companions five mod-

ernthe second half oftheodtheof the nineteenth century maps and five period maps provide a

xiv long unavailable to researchers and visual description of the trail more than
church members cannons journals are two dozen photographs of historical
being published by deseret book in con-
junction

documents related to the california jour-
neywith the historical department have been included as well the only

of the church of jesus christ of latter glaring omission from the ancillary mate-
rialsday saints is a map showing the entire journey

As the first volume in the series the from salt lake city to california As it
journals ofofgeorgegeorge Q cannon this book now stands readers can get the full picture
provides a verbatim reproduction of only by piecing together the various maps
cannon s journal during his overland of smaller geographical areas for readers
trip to california in 1849 cannon traveled who might want to retrace cannon s

to california as part of a group of men footsteps a geographical register provides
who were called by church leaders to a day by day rendering of the journey in
mine for gold spanning from october 6 modern terms including highways and
to december 9 the journal includes other landmarks the editor has helpfully
cannons trip through central and south-
ern

compiled a biographical register contain-
ingutah an account of an ill conceived information on the members of can-
nonsshortcut that took the travelers from the company and the people they met

main trail and proved nearly disastrous along the way landon offers readers a
and cannons description of his travel particular service by juxtaposing can-

nonsalong the spanish trail to california edi-
tor

journal version oftheodtheofthe journey with a
michael N landon a historian and recollection of the trip that he published

archivist at the LDS historical depart-

ment

twenty years later in a series of articles for
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the juvenile instructor lengthy excerpts volume comprises eleven articles in three
from this 1869 account appear in the foot-
notes

sections temples and ritual temples
and provide details omitted from in the israelite tradition and tem-

plesthe original account showing that in the in the non israelite tradition the
intervening years cannon had developed lead essay hugh nibley s abrahams
a new perspective on the meaning of cer-
tain

temple drama is based on a very popu-
larevents reading the two together presentation given april 6 1999 at

provides a unique vantage point to under-
stand

brigham young university the final two
the processes of memory and the essays the great mosque and its kaba

construction of ofhistoricalhistorical narrative as an islamic temple complex in light of
when published in full the journals lundquistsLundquists typology of ancient near

of george Q cannon will make a signifi-
cant

eastern temples by gaye strathearn
contribution to the study of both and brian M hauglid and inside a

mormon history and the history of the sumerian temple the ekishnugal at ur
american west in the nineteenth century by E jan wilson are two unprecedented
this volume stands as the harbinger of but excellent forays into temple topics
wonderful things to come from the con-
tinued

that are not usually associated with LDS

publication of cannons journals temple literature
richard lanian kimball while matthew brown s 1997 book on

temples symbols in stone looks at sym-
bols of the kirtland nauvoo and salt
lake temples as well as the plans for the

the temple in time and eternity edited temple at new jerusalem the gate of
by donald W parry and stephen D ricks heaven offers insights into symbols and
FARMS 1999 doctrines throughout the ages there are

eight chapters including the tabernacle
the gate ofofheavenheaven insights on the doc-
trines

of jehovah the temple on mount
and symbols of the temple by zion and early christians and the

matthew B brown covenant commu-
nications

house of the lord as well as an appen-
dix1999 that elucidates the history of freema-
sonry brown s book is full of surprises

even though there is no substitute for including an illustration taken from an
experiencing selfless spiritual service of early christian catacomb painting that
the highest order receiving personal revela-

tion
depicts a saint being introduced into

and basking in the refulgent atmos-
phere

paradise by the parting of a curtain 189

of the house of the lord the although the gate of heaven will
scriptures and other writings about the probably be easier to understand for most
temple can prepare our hearts and minds latter day saints I1 would not call it any
so that we are more able to take full less scholarly than the temple in time
advantage of this sacred work two and eternity both have the power and
recently published books will take you insight to inspire motivate and stir the
out of the world and into more spiritual soul not only to attend the temple more
realms and could be recommended by often but to better appreciate its blessings
any temple president to his patrons and ordinances these books encourage

the temple in time and eternity fol-
lows

us to feel set apart from the world
temples oftheodtheof the ancient world ritual enhancing our lives with a sense of the

and symbolism 1994 while the earlier sacred and holy
volume contains twenty four essays on gary P gillum
past and present temples this second


